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Abstract
Service Design (SD) and Design Thinking (DT) share many pillars - both
are human-centred, holistic, iterative, real, collaborative - and DT cognitive
processes are widely used to design services. Both have Western roots
and both are informed by culture (Thoring et al., 2014), therefore, Western
culture is mirrored in how these processes are structured, comprehended
and applied. With her research, the author aimed at gaining new
understandings on the practice of SD outside Western culture. What
happens when a Western thinking model and its application into the
services sector are “moved” into a different culture? In order to create
value, a process should be crafted for its users and their culture (Stickdorn
et al., 2017); hence the hypothesis that China needs a Service Design
process tailored to its unique way of thinking and context. The outcome is
a process that considers the Chinese cultural and contextual
characteristics and aims at guiding designers to create valuable services
for that context. The key Chinese characteristics: the concepts of
“connections” and “human value”, a fluid and flexible structure that reflects
the Chinese synchronic perception of time, the pragmatic approach, team
alignment moments to enhance teamwork. This aims at being a trigger
project; many “Chinese barriers” relate to SD methods and methodologies
such as brainstorming and ethnographic research (Ann, 2017). Further
explorations could address these topics to widen the just started research.
Interestingly, although the research focused on the Chinese context, this
process can adapt to other cultural realities.
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the SCENARIO

the PROBLEM

China has the need to design new services...
from manufacturing
to services oriented
economy

2015: service sector
more than 50% of
national GDP

“Made in China 2025”
plan

too focused on
abstract thinking

interest is growing
and the number of
events about SD too

too linear
too simplified
test into the market

... but still faces difficulties
“[...]we tried to apply the approach of Service Design created in
the West, but it did not go so well.”

too abstract

Design Thinking processes (mindset)
are widely used to design services. The
Western culture, which gave birth to DT
and SD, is mirrored in these processes
but China owns unique cultural and
contextual characteristics and this
creates frictions.
References: Wu,Y. (2016). China’s services sector: the new engine of economic growth. Eurasian Geography and Economics 56(6), 618-634. https://
doi.org/10.1080/15387216.2016.1153429 | Huang, C. (2017). Driven by Wu Xing, Service Design transforms a Chinese firm. Touchpoint, 8(3), 56-61.
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the RESEARCH INSIGHTS

Chinese people tend
to avoid abstract
thinking, a pragmatic
approach is needed

› SEQUENTIAL, BUT in China
time is perceived as synchronic
› REAL, AND Chinese people
prefer a pragmatic approach
› COLLABORATIVE, BUT for Chinese
people is difficult to communicate

too simplified

› ITERATIVE, AND Chinese people accept the
unknown and doubtful situations
BUT they tend to focus on solutions

fluid structure

› HUMAN-CENTERED, AND in China
relationships with people and environment
are fundamental BUT is difficult to empathize
with others

too researchcentered

(Cathy Huang & Xue Yin, SDN Conference, 2016)

SERVICE DESIGN IS...

too simplified

› HOLISTIC, AND in China the world is
perceived as inter-connected (objects +
environment); relationships are fundamental

References: On-field reserach | Stickdorn, M., Lawrence, A., Hormess, M., & Schneider, J. (2017). This Is Service Design Doing. Canada: O’Reilly
Media. | Hofstede, G. (2007). A European in Asia. Asian Journal of Social Psychology, 10, 16–21. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-839X.2006.00206.x
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Chinese people tend
to focus on results
rather than on
processes

connections and relationships
are crucial to build something
successful and durable in the
Chinese context

creation of value for
the users as the key
factor to emerge in
the Chinese market

the market asks for
speed and scale

How might we...

create a process that considers the Chinese characteristics in order to be more suitable and
successful to design services in the Chinese context?

the PROCESS

Student
Forum

Service Design
meets Chinese
culture

Service Design (SD) and Design Thinking (DT) share many pillars
- both are human-centred, holistic, iterative, real, collaborative and DT cognitive processes are widely used to design services.
Both have Western roots and both are informed by culture
(Thoring et al., 2014), therefore, Western culture is mirrored in
how these processes are structured, comprehended and applied.
With her research, the author aimed at gaining new
understandings on the practice of SD outside Western culture.
What happens when a Western thinking model and its application
into the services sector are “moved” into a different culture?
In order to create value, a process should be crafted for its users
and their culture (Stickdorn et al., 2017); hence the hypothesis
that China needs a Service Design process tailored to its unique
way of thinking and context.
The outcome is a process that considers the Chinese cultural
and contextual characteristics and aims at guiding designers
to create valuable services for that context. The key Chinese
characteristics: the concepts of “connections” and “human value”,
a fluid and flexible structure that reflects the Chinese synchronic
perception of time, the pragmatic approach, team alignment
moments to enhance teamwork.
This aims at being a trigger project; many “Chinese barriers”
relate to SD methods and methodologies such as brainstorming
and ethnographic research (Ann, 2017). Further explorations
could address these topics to widen the just started research.
Interestingly, although the research focused on the Chinese
context, this process can adapt to other cultural realities.
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